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Dear Sage College families, 

Summer has definitely arrived to Jerez and Sage College. Not only because of the very high temperatures that we are all suffering these days but also
to the end-of-year atmosphere in which the outings ad trips after the final exams, the inter-house competitions, the musical performances and the
graduations are taking place bringing laughter and relaxation after a year full of circumstances that, once again, has required the maximum from each
one of us, students, teachers and families. 

How important it is for our children and youngsters to take part in visits and camps where they enjoy the nature and the friendship with their
classmates and teachers away from lessons and routines. What a great time we had at the School Sports Day which, due to the heat we had to turn into
a "Water Sports Day". What a display of talent and hard work we saw from our students dancing and singing  Grease musical songs in the musical
performed by our students in the Sala Paul of Jerez. 

Each and every one of the experiences we had at the end of the school year are a wonderful complement to the lessons and exams which enhance and
enrich our pupils' all-round education and promote the school culture. I would like to take this opportunity to thank parents, grandparents and other
family members for your tireless collaboration and support in all these initiatives; you are also an essential part of these initiatives and you can also
call yourselves Sagers!

MESSAGE FROM OUR SCHOOL HEAD 

Mr Wickham

354 264 269

House points

355

Water Sports Day20222022
Last Friday we enjoyed our annual inter house sports championship, but this
time it was a very wet one! 
Congratulations to Fire, who won the competition. 



CLICK TO KNOW MORE

https://www.sagecollege.eu/summer-camp/


This week the Busy Bees visited the ‘Seville
Aquarium’ as part of their preparation for Year 1.
They had a ‘whale’ of a time! The Little Sagers loved
watching all the different fish, stingrays and sharks
swimming over and around overhead. They were
able to name lots of fish and they even found Nemo
and Dory swimming around. Then to round off the
day - they were super-independent eating their
picnic in the nearby park. The Busy Bees are going to
be an amazing Year 1 class!!!

 -EARLY YEARS NEWS-
Busy Bees at the
Aquarium



"I liked the monitors because
they were kind and fun. I want to

go back!" 
Victoria 5G

 

"I liked it a lot because there was
a pool, lots of animals and fun

activities." 
Gonzalo 5C

" I loved cooking and I hope to go
back someday." 
María Alvarez 5G

Last week the majority of year 5 children enjoyed 3
days at Buenavista,  near Arcos De La Frontera. During
the 3 days they experience living on an animal farm.
Cooking chocolate bread and enjoy the heights on a
tree zip wire. The camp staff were superb and praised
our children for the behaviour throughout the stay.
The night time treasure hunt under the stars was
certainly a new experience for many. I have included
some great quotes from the children which really helps
to describe the trip.

 -PRIMARY NEWS-
 

Year 5 trip to
Buenavista

"We were with so many friends
so it was a lot of fun. Also, the

monitors were very good." 
Nerea



 -MIDDLE SCHOOL NEWS-
 

Did you enjoy performing last week?
Yeah, of course! It was such an exciting and unforgettable experience and a pleasure to be able to be a part of such
a lovely show. It’s kind of like a sugar rush, but without the sugar.

What was the best moment?
I think the best moment of it was, without a doubt, the drive-in scene. It’s hilarious and really shows each of the
character’s personalities and includes one of the best songs in the play, ‘Stranded at the Drive-In’. 

How did you prepare for playing the part of Sandy?
I prepared by pushing myself to the max and getting used to being on stage again after 2 years, since with COVID-19
we haven’t been able to do any big plays. Learning my lines also played a key role in getting the performance down
and ready for showtime.

What would you like to see as Sage’s next whole school musical?
It would be amazing if next year’s musical was Dirty Dancing, it’s one of my top favourites and I’ve always had the
thought of performing it after seeing it multiple times online and in theatres.

Last week, we got to enjoy our first whole school musical since
the pandemic. Thank you for coming to watch and enjoy this
incredible experience with us! This week, we caught up with
Sage’s Montse who played Sandy in our recent school musical,
Grease.

Meet the Shooting Star - Montserrat Moreno

Tell us a bit about your journey so far in the theatre…
My first big show was a whole school play in Year 4 (I played
Tallulah in Bugsy Malone at Sage under Ms Westwood's direction)
and before all of that I of course did small plays and assemblies at
school like most people when I was little. I think drama and
musical theatre are crucial at schools because it builds character
in people, encourages vital team work skills and inspires you to do
things you’ve never really thought of. To me, drama is one of my
favourite subjects and it would be nice to be able to take it on
later in life, as a hobby or career.



 -HIGH SCHOOL NEWS-
 

ASSESSMENTS
This week, our students have continued completing
their exams. This does not only include IGCSE and A level
official exams, but also the internal end-of-year
assessments. Our students have finished all these internal
assessments. Also, official IGCSE exams have been
finished. In the coming two weeks, we will have the last A
level exams, and all our High School students will be
enjoying their Summer holidays. We would like to
congratulate them for all their work and to give the last
push to those still having their last exams.

Our Year 13 students continue receiving their university offers for next school year. Moreover, we are currently working
with the Year 11 and Year 12 students. Year 11 students need to start to decide their subjects for next year. On the other

hand, Year 12 students are being guided to decide their future at university. At the same time, students in both groups are
having support workshops to learn how to write proper motivational letters and CV. Having reached this point, it is

important to remember how Sage College curriculum (IGCSE, AS, A level and EvAU), with the flexibility and different
routes offered, opens door around the world to the future of our students.

TRAVELLING TO THE FUTURE





www.sagecollege.euDon´t forget to follow us!


